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Analysis of the ignition of hydrogen/air mixtures
induced by a hot particle

Yan Wang,a Shangpeng Li,b Yiqing Wang, a Dehai Yu, *a Huangwei Zhangb and
Zheng Chena

Understanding the ignition and explosion of hydrogen induced by a hot particle is crucial for the safety

of hydrogen storage, transmission and utilization. In this paper, the ignition/explosion of hydrogen/air

mixtures induced by a hot particle is investigated theoretically and numerically. Eigenvalue analysis is

conducted for the radical-runaway ignition process in which a detailed reaction mechanism is

considered. The governing equation for radical accumulation is converted into a rate-controlling

ordinary differential equation (ODE). The ODE can be solved with the help of a hypothetical single-step

reaction model, whose kinetic characteristics are related to the positive eigenvalue of the rate matrix

constituted by relevant linear chain reactions. Based on the single-step reaction model, the critical

ignition Damköhler number can be determined. Besides, transient simulations are conducted using in-

house code A-SURF, in which detailed chemistry and transport are considered. The critical ignition

temperatures predicted by eigenvalue analysis agree well with experimental data reported in the

literature and present numerical results over a wide range of particle radii. The particle surface

introduces temperature inhomogeneity in the ignition of a hydrogen/air mixture, which yields a

Z-shaped curve of the explosion limit. The Z-shaped curve shifts to a higher temperature and pressure

regime along the boundary of the second explosion limit when the particle size decreases. The

increasing difficulty in the ignition can be attributed to the strengthening of radical diffusion as the

particle becomes smaller. Compared to a homogeneous ignition system, the presence of a particle

surface can alter the relative impacts among key chain reactions. The effects of preferential diffusion

between heat and mass transport (i.e., Lewis number effect) and equivalence ratio on the Z-shaped

curve of the explosion limit are assessed and interpreted. The present study provides useful insights into

the kinetics and transport involved in the ignition of hydrogen/air mixtures by a hot particle, which is

closely related to the fire/explosion safety of hydrogen.

1. Introduction

A hot particle is a potential thermal source leading to ignition
in flammable mixtures.1 Understanding hot particle induced
ignition is crucial not only for fundamental combustion
research but also for fire safety control.2,3

Recently, hydrogen has drawn soaring attention due to zero
carbon emission.4,5 Massive utilization of hydrogen as fuel
requires its storage and transportation at a high safety level.6

Because of the small molecular weight, hydrogen is highly
dispersive and has a high risk of leakage from a container.
In addition, hydrogen has much lower ignition energy, a wider

range of flammability limit and higher flame speed,7–9 com-
pared with conventional hydrocarbon fuels. The presence of
hot particles could induce accidental ignition and explosion of
hydrogen, which leads to severe safety issues for hydrogen
storage, transport, and utilization.6

Studies on the ignition of hydrogen/air and hydrocarbon/air
mixtures by hot particles have been widely conducted. Silver10

measured the minimum ignition temperature for spherical hot
particles injected into a combustible mixture. Roth et al.11,12

investigated the ignition of hydrogen/air mixtures by laser-
heated particles with different materials and sizes. Coronel
et al.13 conducted a series of both experimental and numerical
studies, in which a hot particle falls into a flammable mixture
containing hydrogen or n-hexane leading to ignition. They
found that the ignition process is affected by a thermal boundary
layer on the particle surface developed from the flow of
the reactant mixture. Recently, simulations considering
detailed chemistry and transport have been conducted for
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particle-induced ignition of different fuels.14–17 It is demon-
strated that chemical kinetics play important roles in determin-
ing the minimum ignition temperature of the hot particle.

Nevertheless, most experimental and numerical studies10–19

on the ignition of hydrogen by hot particles are restricted to
certain conditions e.g., initial temperature, pressure and
equivalence ratio. For practical interest, it is attractive to derive
an expression that can quantitatively describe the ignition
behaviour over a wide range of relevant parameters. So far,
such investigation is still not in place, which motivates the
present study.

Adopting asymptotic analysis, Law20 proposed an ignition
criterion in terms of a reduced Damköhler number, denoted by
DI, for hot particle induced ignition in a quiescent combustible
mixture. For DI 4 1, heat release from chemical reactions
dominates over the conductive heat loss on the hot surface,
and thereby ignition occurs. The critical ignition condition is
characterized by DI = 1. Since DI is determined based a on
single-step, overall irreversible reaction, the theoretical model
cannot accurately describe the ignition characteristics of hydro-
gen/air mixtures, which essentially involve multiple radical
chain reactions.7,8 Yu and Chen21 theoretically investigated
particle ignition in a flowing environment, the flow convection
enhances the radical loss on the particle surface and sup-
presses ignition. At conditions of Re { 1, the flow tends to
accumulate thermal energy on the rear hemisphere and facil-
itates ignition at the rear stagnation point. As Re continuously
increases, flow separation originates and moves upstream.
With increasing Re number, the critical ignition temperature
becomes higher.

Because of the interactions among radical reactions of
hydrogen oxidization,7 the ignition/explosion limit exhibits
Z-shaped curves in the p–T space. Recently, analytical expres-
sions have been derived for the three ignition limits focusing
on the radical-runaway ignition of hydrogen. Wang and Law22

derived the theoretical expression of the Z-curve for a homo-
geneous system. Liang and Law23 improved the reaction
mechanisms by incorporating nonlinear reactions. Li et al.24

then successfully extended their theoretical model to inhomo-
geneous, strained counterflows. The above theoretical studies
provide valuable insights into the underlying mechanism lead-
ing to the non-monotonic ignition limits of hydrogen.

In this work, the ignition of hydrogen/air mixtures by hot
particles is analytically and numerically studied. The formula-
tion describing the ignition process is provided in Section 2.
Based on eigenvalue analysis, the analytical solution of the
radical equation and the critical ignition condition is derived.
Adopting this method, the effects of various parameters, such
as radical wall destruction, particle size, equivalence ratio and
Lewis number, on the Z-shaped ignition limit and the critical
ignition temperature are discussed in Section 3. Numerical
simulations considering detailed chemistry and transport
properties are conducted to validate the theoretical results.
The reaction sensitivity is also investigated to acquire insights
into the difference between particle ignition and homogeneous
ignition. The conclusion is given in Section 4.

2. Formulation

Here we consider a hot particle suspended in a quiescent
hydrogen/air mixture, which is similar to Roth et al.’s experimental
setup.11,12 The environmental mixture can be ignited by the hot
particle with sufficiently high temperatures.

In theoretical analysis, we consider radical-runaway ignition.
A detailed reaction mechanism is listed in Table 1. The rate
coefficients can be found in ref. 24. Besides, the effective wall
destruction of radicals, which can affect the ignition limit,23 is
taken into account.

To validate the theoretical results, we simulate the transient
ignition of H2/air mixtures by a hot particle using the in-house
code A-SURF,25–27 in which detailed hydrogen chemistry28 and
transport properties are included. The computation domain is
50 cm in length, which ensures the constancy of pressure
during the ignition process. An adaptive mesh refinement
technique is adopted to resolve the thermal boundary layer
near the hot surface and the reaction zone. The finest mesh size
is 4 mm, and the corresponding time step is 1 ns. More details
on the numerical approach can be found in ref. 17.

2.1 Chemically-frozen model in the pre-ignition stage

Prior to ignition, the heat release from the chemical reaction is
negligible.22,23 The temperature and reactant species equa-
tions, as well as the boundary conditions are

1

r2
d

dr
r2l

dT

dr

� �
¼ 0;

1

r2
d

dr
r2D

dYi

dr

� �
¼ 0;

r ¼ R:T ¼ Tp;YF ¼ YF;u;YO ¼ YO;u;

r!1:T ¼ Tu;YF ¼ YF;u;YO ¼ YO;u;

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

(1)

where l is the thermal conductivity, D is the mass diffusion

Table 1 The adopted H2/O2 reaction mechanism, with the reaction rate
coefficient: k(T) = BTae�Ta/T from ref. 8, 23 and 24

No. Reaction B (cm, mol, s, K) a Ta (K)

Initial reaction
R6b H2 + O2 - HO2 + H 2.69 � 1012 0.36 27 888
Linear chain reactions
R1f H + O2 - O + OH 3.52 � 1016 �0.7 8590
R2f H2 + O - OH + H 5.06 � 104 2.67 3165
R3f H2 + OH - H2O + H 1.17 � 109 1.3 1825
R4f H + O2 + M - HO2 + M k0 5.75 � 1019 �1.4 0

kN 4.65 � 1012 0.44 0
R10f H2O2 + M - 2OH + M k0 7.60 � 1030 �4.2 25 703

kN 2.63 � 1019 �1.27 25 703
R12f HO2 + H2 - H2O2 + H 7.80 � 1010 0.61 12 045
Nonlinear chain reactions
R5f HO2 + H - 2OH 7.08 � 1013 0 148
R6f HO2 + H - H2 + O2 1.66 � 1013 0 414
R9f H + H + M - H2 + M 1.30 � 1018 �1 0
R11f HO2+ HO2 - H2O2 + O2 1.03 � 1014 0 5556

1.94 � 1011 0 �709
R13f HO2 + OH - H2O + O2 2.89 � 1013 0 �252
R14f H2O2 + H - H2O + OH 2.41 � 1013 0 1998
R15f HO2 + O - O2 + OH 3.25 � 1013 0 0
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coefficient of the reactant mixture, Tp is the particle tempera-
ture, Tu is the environment temperature, Yi is the mass fraction
of species i (F for H2 and O for O2) and R is the particle radius.
By solving eqn (1) we obtain the chemically-frozen solution
(denoted by subscript Fr) as

TFr ¼ Tpð1� bxÞ

YH2;Fr ¼ YH2;u;

YO2 ;Fr ¼ YO2;u;

8>>><
>>>:

(2)

where b = (Tp � Tu)/Tp is the expansion ratio and x = 1 � R/r is
the normalized distance.

2.2 Governing equations of radical accumulation

During the ignition process, the consumption of reactant
creates key radicals, i.e., H, O, OH, HO2 and H2O2, whose
relative variations decisively affect the ignition outcome. Since
the concentrations of radicals are considerably lower than

those of the original reactants before ignition, the nonlinear
reactions, involving quadratic terms of radical concentrations,
exhibit insubstantial impacts on the ignition process except

under very high-pressure conditions.24 Neglecting the non-
linear chain reactions, the governing equations for radical
accumulation are simplified to

d2Y

dx2
¼ � R2

rDY 1� xð Þ4
W LX þ If g: (3)

Here Y = (YH, YO, YOH, YHO2
, YH2O2

)T and X = ([H], [O], [OH],
[HO2], [H2O2])T are the mass fraction and molar concentration
vectors, respectively. DY refers to the molar-averaged diffusion
coefficient of radicals and is regarded as constant at a given
composition of the mixture. The conversion between the molar
and mass fraction vectors is described by X = rW�1Y, where W =
diag (WH, WO, WOH, WHO2

, WH2O2
) is a diagonal matrix consisting

of molecular weights of individual radicals. The column vector I =
(k6b[H2][O2], 0, 0, k6b[H2][O2], 0)T refers to the initiation reactions
involving reactants only. The matrix L represents the sets of linear
chain reactions (reactant–radical) and radical wall destruction
reactions (wall–radical), which are listed in the following part.

The elements of matrix L are constituted by the reaction rate
coefficients and concentrations of reactants and inert gases,
denoted by M. The particle temperature is significantly higher

Fig. 1 Variation of (a) the eigenvalue li and (b) components of vector U1 with x for a stoichiometric H2/air mixture (300 K and 1 atm) heated by a hot
particle with different temperatures. Dash lines denote the results without the wall destruction effect.

L ¼

�k1f O2½ � � k4f O2½ �M½ � � kH k2f H2½ � k3f H2½ � k12f H2½ � 0

k1f O2½ � �k2f H2½ � � kO 0 0 0

k1f O2½ � k2f H2½ � �k3f H2½ � � kOH 0 2k10f M½ �

k4f O2½ � 0 0 �k12f H2½ � � kHO2
0

0 0 0 k12f H2½ � �k10f M½ � � kH2O2
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than the ambient H2/air mixture, suggesting that the generated
chemical radicals are concentrated within a shell with distance
d enveloping the particle, whose volume can be estimated
as 4pR2d. The wall destruction effect can be understood as
the radical sticking on the particle surface, depending on the
sticking coefficient, the average thermal velocity and the
surface-to-volume ratio of the radical containing shell, which
accordingly equals to 1/d.

In general, the reactions relevant to radical production have
high activation temperature, which suggests that the rate of
radical generation varies exceedingly rapidly with temperature.
It implies that the concentration of the radical tends to be
infinitesimal when the temperature falls below a threshold
value, according to which the thickness of the radical containing
shell can be determined. Specifying this threshold value to be
the intermediate temperature between the hot particle and the
cool ambient, i.e., Tthreshold = (Tp + Tu)/2, we obtain the result d = R.
Thus, the surface-to-volume ratio is expressed as 1/R, based on
which we evaluate the rate of radical termination at the particle
surface through the following form

ki ¼ s�vi
1

R
(4)

where s is the sticking coefficient, %vi is the average thermal
velocity of species i, and R is the particle radius. Existing studies
demonstrated that the magnitude of s ranges from 10�5 to 10�2

and s = 10�3 is adopted in this work.
For a given reactant mixture, specified by eqn (2), the

eigenvalues of L, denoted by li, i = 1,. . .5, depends upon the
temperature and pressure. The eigenvalues can be obtained
through similarity transformation, i.e., K = ULU�1, where K is a
diagonal matrix consisting of eigenvalues, and U is constituted
by the corresponding column eigenvectors of L.

Applying left multiplication of (WU)�1 on both sides of
eqn (3) and denoting YU = (WU)�1Y, the individual ODE is
decoupled and the second order derivative d2Y/dx2 splits into
three terms, i.e., d2YU/dx2, 2U�1�dU/dx�(dYU)/dx, U�1�(d2U)/
(dx2)�YU. According to results shown in Fig. 1, the magnitude
of l1 is about O (105) corresponding to the critical ignition state.
We may evaluate the coefficient of the reaction term by scaling
analysis, giving (l1R2)/(DY (1 � x)4) B O (103). Since both U and
x are of order O (1), it suggests that the value of term U�1d2U/
dx2 should not differ significantly from O (1), which, therefore,
can be neglected in the subsequent discussion. The scale
of U is O (1) and so is the second derivative with respect to x,
which is much smaller than the reaction term coefficient K

ranging from 104 to 105 and thus can be ignored. As a result,
we have

d2YU

dx2
þ 2U�1

dU

dx
� dYU

dx
¼ � R2

DY 1� xð Þ4
KYU þU�1

W

r
I

� �

(5)

Eqn (5) indicates that each component of YU depends on the
sign and magnitude of the corresponding eigenvalue li.

2.3 Eigenvalue analysis and critical ignition conditions

According to Liang and Law,23 the accumulating behaviour of
radicals during ignition is described by the eigenvalue with the
positive real part, denoted by l1. The remaining eigenvalues
with a negative real part represent the relaxation of radical
distributions to equilibrium. The rate of radical accumulation
is characterized by the magnitude of l1, which tends to be
smaller when the effect of wall destruction is taken into
account. The eigenvalues of L can be obtained by numerical
calculation. Fig. 1(a) shows that the real part of l1 reaches the
maximum value at particle surface (x = 0), where the local
temperature is the highest. Besides, the real part of l1 reduces
as the particle temperature decreases from 1080 K to 880 K. At
intermediate values of x, all eigenvalues become negative,
indicating that ignition cannot occur at such distances from
the particle surface because of no radical accumulation at
relatively low temperature. Therefore, ignition first occurs near
the particle surface, which is consistent with the existing
numerical and experimental studies.12,14,29

The eigenvector corresponding to l1, denoted by U1, char-
acterizes the normalized mole fraction of the individual radical.
Fig. 1(b) shows that the dominant radical close to the particle
surface varies with local temperature, which is consistent with
Li et al.24 As the particle temperature decreases, the primacy of
the H-radical is gradually replaced by the less reactive HO2

radical. The ignitability of the mixtures is lowered in line with
the reduction of l1 as indicated in Fig. 1(a).

To describe the radical runaway process, we only need to
consider the ODE characterized by l1 in eqn (5). The initiation
reactions involving reactants can be packed into the boundary
condition according to Li et al.24 Therefore, eqn (5) can be
reduced to

d2yU1

dx2
þ 2 U�1

dU

dx
� dYU

dx

� �
1

¼ � R2l1yU1

DY 1� xð Þ4
;

yU 0ð Þ ¼ y0; yU 1ð Þ ¼ 0;

8>><
>>:

(6)

where y0 characterizes the non-vanishing mass fraction of the
radicals which can be attributed to the ever existence of
diffusional loss of radicals at the particle surface.

In this equation, we adopt DY defined in terms of the
diffusion coefficients of individual species of radicals, denoted
by Di, and their corresponding molar fraction in the mixture
denoted by U1i, i.e.,

DY ¼
P
i

DiU1ið Þ2
� �1=2

(7)

For a given composition of the mixture, DY thus determined
shall be considered as a constant parameter. In addition, the
diffusion coefficients of radicals depend upon temperature and
pressure, which implies that DY should be re-evaluated when
either the temperature or pressure is changed.

In analogy to the Arrhenius form of the reaction rate, the
eigenvalue l1 can formally be written as l1 = Ke�Ta/T, where K is
the reaction frequency factor and Ta the activation temperature.24
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Substituting the chemically frozen solution of the temperature
given by eqn (2), we get

l1 = Ke�Ta/Tpe�Zex (8)

where Ze = bTa/Tp is the system Zel’dovich number. It is noted
that e�Zex represents the change of the reaction rate in space.
With the knowledge of l1 and its derivative dl1/dx, the
unknown parameters, K and Ta, can be determined as

K = e�Ta/Tl1|x=0 (9)

Ta ¼ �
Tp

2

Tp � Tu

� 	
l1



x¼0

dl1
dx






x¼0

: (10)

Substituting eqn (8) into eqn (6), the radical accumulation
equation is cast into the form that can be solved based on large
activation energy asymptotic analysis as in thermal ignition
theory. Following Li et al.,24 we define the small parameter e =
1/Ze and introduce the scaled coordinate w = x/e. With respect to
the scaled coordinate w, the first and second order derivatives of
YU are of orders O (1/e2) and O (1/e) respectively. In leading
order approximation, the term dYU/dw could be neglected in
comparison with d2YU/dw2, and accordingly the equation
describing the radical accumulation near the particle surface
could be written in the following form

d2yU

dw2
¼ �Dae�wyU ;

yUð0Þ ¼ y0; y
0
Uð1Þ ¼ 0;

(11)

where Da is the Damköhler number, defined as

Da ¼ Ke�Ta=T

Ze2DY=R2
: (12)

The Damköhler number represents the ratio between radical
accumulation by the chain-branching reaction and the loss due
to diffusion. There exists a critical Damköhler number, Dac,
beyond which the rate of radical generation exceeds the rate of
radial loss resulting from both diffusion and wall destruction,
and thus ignition becomes possible.

Eqn (11) can be solved analytically, giving

yU wð Þ ¼ y0
J0 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Da
p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

e�w
p� 	

J0 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Da
p� 	 ; (13)

where J0 (x) is the zeroth-order Bessel function. Radical runaway
occurs when yU approaches infinity. According to eqn (13), this
occurs when the denominator becomes zero. Therefore, the
critical Damköhler number is determined by

J0 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dac
p� 	

¼ 0: (14)

The first root of J0 (x) can be calculated numerically, yielding
x0 E 2.405, based on which the critical Damköhler number is
Dac E 1.446.

Eqn (12) demonstrates that Da is a function of particle
radius and it also depends on temperature and pressure via
K, Ta and Ze. Therefore, the ignition limits for different particle

sizes can be plotted in the T–p space as contours corresponding
to the required

Da = Dac = 1.446. (15)

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Critical ignition temperature

It is noted that the parameters K and Ta, depending on the
eigenvalue l1, are actually functions of particle temperature
and ambient pressure, and so is the Damköhler number.
Therefore, the critical Damköhler number determines the
minimum temperature of the particle that leads to ignition,
denoted by Tig, as a function of pressure and particle radius. In
numerical simulation, the ignition time tig is defined as the
instant when the heat flux at the particle surface becomes zero.
Then, the critical ignition temperature Tig can be extrapolated
based on the exponential relationship between tig and Tp, i.e.,
tig = c/ln(Tp/Tig), where c is a constant.17

The Tig for hot particle induced ignition in H2/air mixtures at
room temperature and atmospheric pressure has been reported
in the existing numerical and experimental studies, which
provides additional benchmark results to verify the present
theoretical model.

Fig. 2 shows the change in Tig with R in a wide range from 0.1
to 10 mm. The simulation results agree well with those reported
by Häber et al.,14 which substantiates the accuracy of numerical
simulation adopted in the present study. The variation beha-
viour of Tig with R predicted by eqn (15) is fully consistent with
that obtained from numerical simulation. It verifies the theore-
tically obtained ignition criterion by analysing the stability of
linear ODE in terms of the eigenvalue of the largest magnitude.

It is seen that reducing R leads to a considerable increase of
Tig. It suggests that particles of relatively small sizes exhibit a

Fig. 2 Variation of the critical ignition temperature with particle radius for a
stoichiometric H2/air mixture at Tu = 300 K and P = 1 atm. The present
theoretical predictions are compared with the experimental data reported by
Roth et al.12 and the simulation results from Beyer and Markus,29 Häber et al.14
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comparably low risk of causing accidental ignition in H2/air
mixtures. This is because the conductive and diffusive loss of
heat and radicals on the particle surface becomes more intensive
for smaller particles, which require a higher reaction rate to
accumulate active radicals and thus higher particle temperature
to achieve ignition.

3.2 Effects of wall destruction

The wall destruction enhances the radical loss during the
ignition process. As Fig. 3 shows, the critical ignition tempera-
ture increases with wall destruction, especially for the first and
third ignition limits. For s = 10�3, Tig increases about 10 K.
With a larger s, the wall destruction effect becomes stronger,
which leads to higher Tig.

The temperature increase in particle ignition caused by the wall
destruction of each radical is consistent with the results in homo-
geneous ignition.23 Under low pressure conditions, the ignition is
controlled by the chain branching reaction of H and O. The
destruction of H and O increases the critical ignition temperature
in the first limit, and the effect of H destruction is more significant.
The second limit is controlled by competition between R1f and R4f,
thus, it’s less affected by wall destruction. Under high pressure
conditions, the chain branching reactions involving radicals HO2

and H2O2 play essential roles during ignition. With wall destruction,
the chain branching pathway through HO2 and H2O2 is suppressed,
and the temperature increases in the third limit. The destruction of
OH has an inconspicuous effect on the ignition limit.

3.3 Effects of the particle radius

Compared with the previous studies based on thermal theory
adopting a single-step global reaction,20 this theoretical model

quantitatively predicts the ignition limit since the overall effect
of essential chain reactions is characterized by l1. The presence
of a hot particle leads to non-vanishing gradients of temperature
and radical concentration at the particle surface. However, such
inhomogeneities do not alter the nonmonotonic behaviour of
the ignition limit. Fig. 4 shows that ignition limits for different
particle radii exhibit Z-shaped curves analogous to the homo-
geneous H2/air mixture. A similar behaviour of the ignition limit
was also observed for premixed H2/air ignited by heated nitrogen
in the counterflow.24,30

Fig. 4 shows that the Z-shaped limit curve shifts to higher
temperature and pressure conditions along the line corres-
ponding to the second ignition limit when the particle radius
decreases. This is because the net rates of radical accumulation
are affected by diffusional loss of radicals around the particle
surface which becomes more pronounced for smaller particle
radius. The first and third ignition limits depend on the radical
concentration. Therefore, the particle size has a strong impact
on the position of the first and third ignition limits as shown in
Fig. 4. The second limit results from the competition between
chain branch reaction R1f and chain termination reaction R4f
and can be determined by 2k1f = k4f[M] which is hardly affected
by the radical concentration. Consequently, the second ignition
limits for different particle radii collapse on nearly the same
curve as shown in Fig. 4.

According to previous experiments,11,19 there may be a
critical size of the particle below which the radicals are unable
to sufficiently accumulate and ignition can hardly occur. This
phenomenon is also investigated in Wang and Chen’s
simulation.17 They found that the ignition delay time increases

Fig. 3 Change of particle ignition limit with wall destruction effect with
different sticking coefficients.

Fig. 4 Variation of the critical ignition temperature with pressure for
different radii of the hot particle in a stoichiometric H2/air mixture at
Tu = 300 K. The dashed line refers to the limiting situation of ignition
induced by the hot particle with infinitely large radius R - N.
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with decreasing particle radius. For a sufficiently small radius,
the ignition cannot occur because the ignition time approaches
infinity. In this work, we consider the ignition taking place in a
quiescent environment. The residence time of a gas parcel
could be infinitely long since there is no relative motion
between the combustible mixture and the hot particle according
to the work of Yu and Chen.21

The critical ignition condition refers to the state in which the rate
of radical loss by diffusion is balanced by the rate of radical
production by a chain reaction in the vicinity of the particle surface.
Reducing the particle radius leads to stronger radical diffusion away
from the particle surface, which implies that a higher rate of radical
generation must be associated in the critical ignition state. Thus, a
higher particle temperature is required to achieve the ignition.
However, the temperature of the particle cannot be infinitely high,
and a practical estimation of the upper bound could be about
4000 K. Thus, the critical particle radius for ignition can thus be
derived based on this threshold for the particle temperature.

3.4 Effects of the Lewis number

For a mixture consisting of multiple species, the diffusion
coefficient for individual components varies drastically. The aver-
aged Lewis number of radicals is introduced as Le = a/DY, in which
DY represents the molar averaged mass diffusion coefficient for the
radicals. According to kinetic theory of gas, the diffusivities pertain-
ing to individual radical species are functions of temperature and
pressure. Therefore, the Lewis number should be parametrically
calculated when either temperature or pressure changes.

In theoretical studies, it is convenient to adopt the unit
Lewis number assumption that forces the mass diffusion

process in a phase with heat conduction. However, for H2/air
ignition involving H-radical and H2, the approximation of unity
Lewis number may considerably alter the ignition behaviour.
This is demonstrated by the results shown in Fig. 5, in which
the deviation between the solid and dashed lines represents the
effect of preferential diffusion between heat conduction and
mass diffusion during hydrogen ignition induced by a hot
particle.

As expected, the second ignition limit hardly changes with
Le because the rate of radical diffusion tends to be insubstantial
compared with competing chain branching reaction R1f and
chain termination reaction R4f. Moreover, Fig. 5 shows that for
each particle size, the solid Z-curve is squeezed compared with
the dashed ones. This indicates that the first and third ignition
limits are respectively suppressed and facilitated by the effect
of preferential diffusion. The cause can be interpreted as follows.
At pressures traversing the first ignition limit, the eigenvector U1

indicates that the dominant radical close to the particle surface
is the H radical. The Lewis number of the H radical is much less
than unity, suggesting a more severe diffusive loss of the H
radical in actual ignition process. Consequently, the first
ignition limit moves to the region with higher pressure and
temperature when preferential diffusion (i.e., non-unity Lewis
number, solid lines in Fig. 5) is considered. At relatively high
pressures relevant to the third ignition limit, the eigenvector U1

indicates that the dominant radical changes to HO2, whose
Lewis number is greater than unity, implying a slower diffusive
loss of the radical at the particle surface. Therefore, the third
ignition limit slightly moves to the region with lower pressure

Fig. 5 Variation of the critical ignition temperature with pressure for
different radii of the hot particle in a stoichiometric H2/air mixture at
Tu = 300 K. The dashed/solid lines correspond to ignition limits with/
without the assumption of Le = 1.

Fig. 6 Variation of the critical ignition temperature with pressure for H2/
air mixtures with different equivalence ratios at Tu = 300 K. The hot particle
radius is R = 1 mm.
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and temperature when preferential diffusion (i.e., non-unity
Lewis number, solid lines in Fig. 5) is included.

3.5 Effects of the equivalence ratio

For most combustible mixtures, the equivalence ratio plays an
important role in affecting the ignition behaviour. Fig. 6 shows
the ignition limits for H2/air mixtures at different equivalence
ratios subjected to a hot particle of radius 1 mm. The ignition
limits remain to be Z-shaped, and the gap between the first and
the third ignition limits narrows with increasing equivalence
ratio. Whereas the second ignition limit changes slightly with
the equivalence ratio. This is because the controlling chain
reactions leading to the second limit exhibit weak dependence
on the concentration of the reactant.

The dominant reactions for the first ignition limit are R1f,
R2f and R3f as listed in Table 1. Increasing the equivalence
ratio lowers the concentration of O2, which suppresses the
chain branching reaction R1f. Accordingly, it leads to the
reduction of the concentrations of O and OH radicals. Subse-
quently the chain branching and chain carrying reactions are
inhibited, which results in the decrease of the total radical
generation rate. Accordingly, the first ignition limit moves to
the region with higher pressure, producing sufficient concen-
tration of O2 to initiate ignition, in association with increasing
equivalence ratio.

For the third limit, the dominant reactions are R10f and
R12f, the latter of which is enhanced by increasing the hydrogen
concentration. As more H2O2 is generated, the decomposition
reaction R10f is facilitated, rapidly generating OH radicals and
thus forming a positive feedback. Accordingly, the ignition could
proceed under relatively lower pressure conditions, which leads
to a uniform decrease of the third ignition limit with increasing
equivalence ratio.

The theoretical result in Fig. 7 shows that under atmo-
spheric pressure, Tig slightly decreases with f on the extremely

lean side and increases with f on the lean and rich side. The
simulation shows a similar result, though the turning point
shifts to the lean side. The relative difference between the
theoretical and numerical results is within 3%, which demon-
strates the validity of theoretical analysis. It is noted that a
minimum Tig could be sought at the optimum equivalence
ratio, denoted by fopt, the latter of which, however, may be
considered as a function of particle radius. In general, varying
the equivalence ratio may not lead to a significant change in the
critical ignition temperature.

3.6 Sensitivity analysis for particle ignition

The Z-curve of particle ignition shows similarity to that in
homogeneous ignition. To acquire insights into their difference,
we investigate the sensitivity of critical ignition temperature in
both the homogeneous ignition (HI) system and the particle
ignition (PI) problem to essential chain reactions. Two repre-
sentative radii, i.e., R = 0.1 mm and R = 1.0 mm are selected for
the PI system, and correspondingly, the HI system of the same
dimensions is considered for comparison. The chain reactions
are characterized by their individual rate coefficients k, and thus
the sensitivity is calculated as:

si ¼

DTig

Tig

Dki
ki

¼
D ln Tig

� 	
D lnðkÞ

(16)

where DTig represents the change of critical ignition temperature
due to the variation of the reaction rate coefficient of the ith
reaction Dki. Each quantity si refers to a component in the
sensitivity vector, defined by s = [s1,. . .,sm]T, where m is the
number of reaction paths participating in sensitivity analysis.
The sensitivity vector is further normalized, yielding 8s8 = 1.

Fig. 7 Variation of the critical ignition temperature with the equivalence
ratio of H2/air mixtures under atmospheric pressure. The hot particle
radius is R = 1 mm. a is defined as f/(1 + f).

Fig. 8 The components of normalized sensitivity vector corresponding to
different radii (1 mm and 0.1 mm) under atmospheric pressure in PI
(particle ignition) and HI (homogeneous ignition) systems.
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Fig. 8 shows that the components in s relating to R1f and R4f
are of opposite signs. It could be understood that the critical
ignition temperature decreases as R1f becomes stronger,
however, it increases as R4f is facilitated. For smaller particles
with stronger radical wall (Rw) destruction, the sensitivity of Rw
increases, and the critical ignition temperature become higher
(975 K to 1432 K for PI, 922 K to 958 K for HI). With a relatively
high temperature, the radical accumulation is fast. The wall
destruction plays a less important role in PI than that in HI.
Meanwhile, the dominant radical accumulation shifts from
HO2 to H with increasing temperature which we can find from
Fig. 1. Thus, in the PI system, the sensitivity of chain-branching
reactions R1f and R2f, respectively corresponding to H con-
sumption and H production increases, while the sensitivity
of the chain-termination reaction R4f corresponding to HO2

radical decreases.
Based on the sensitivity analysis, we found that the primary

reactions which can considerably affect the global response of
Z-curve are R1, R4 and R12. Fig. 9 compares the Z-curves which
are obtained by altering the kinetics of those elementary
reactions individually. It was observed that the non-ignition
regime relating to the first and second ignition limit regresses
almost uniformly to lower temperature when R1f was
enhanced, while the third ignition limit shifts to higher
temperature. It can be understood that a more rapid chain
initiation reaction facilitates the ignition process. The upwards
shift of the third limit can be attributed to the competition
between R1f and R4f. When R1f is enhanced, it consumes the
reactants of R4f and suppresses the chain branching pathway
R4f–R12f–R10f. Accordingly, a higher pressure is required to

accelerate the three-body reaction R4f to achieve ignition. As
reaction R4f is accelerated to twice magnitude, the first and
third ignition limits vary slightly, however, the second ignition
limit considerably shifts to the higher temperature regime. This
is because R4f can be considered as a chain termination
reaction, which diminishes the low-pressure chain branching
pathway R1f and inhibits ignition with increasing pressure.
Nevertheless, the ignition of the third limit through R4f–R12f–
R10f is slightly enhanced due to sufficient HO2. On increasing
the rate of R12f, the first and second ignition limits remain
because of the relatively low reactivity of HO2 under low
pressure conditions, while the third limit tends to move down-
wards, which demonstrates that the reaction pathway R4f–
R12f–R10f is accelerated and thus facilitates ignition.

4. Conclusions

The ignition of premixed hydrogen/air mixtures by a spherical
hot particle is investigated theoretically and numerically. The
radical runaway process with the detailed reaction mechanism
is investigated through eigenvalue analysis, based on which the
radical accumulation equations are reduced into a rate-
controlling ODE. The critical ignition Damköhler number is
thus determined in terms of the analytical solution of the rate-
controlling ODE. The critical ignition particle temperature can
be determined as a function of ambient pressure and particle
radius. Under atmospheric pressure, the critical ignition tem-
perature of the hot particle predicted by the current theory
agrees well with experimental and numerical results over a wide
range of particle radii. As the particle size decreases, the
Z-shaped ignition curve shifts to a higher temperature and
pressure regime along the boundary of the second ignition limit.
It is interpreted that the diffusive loss of radicals increases with
reducing particle sizes. The preferential diffusion (i.e., non-unity
Lewis number) and the increase of the equivalence ratio are found
to squeeze the Z-curve, i.e., ignition is suppressed/enhanced at the
first/third ignition limit. This can be explained by their influence
on the rate of dominant reactions involved in different ignition
limits. Compared with homogeneous ignition problems, sensitiv-
ity analysis indicates that the relative impacts of essential chain
reactions alter due to the presence of inhomogeneity induced by
the particle surface. It is noted that the current study assumes no
relative motion between the hot particle and the flammable
mixture. The impact of ambient flows on the ignition process
shall be discussed in our future work.
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